Remote Control System
Cyber intelligence made easy

Hacking Team
Remote Control System is a stealth investigative tool dedicated to law enforcement and security agencies for digital investigations. It is an eavesdropping software which hides itself inside the target devices. It enables both active data monitoring and process control.

Sensitive data is often exchanged using encrypted channels. Most of it never goes on the net. Sometimes your target is even outside your monitoring domain. You need something more.

Remote Control System is totally invisible to the target. Our software bypasses protection systems such as antivirus, antispyware and personal firewalls.

Remote Control System gathers a variety of information from target devices.

Attack your target either remotely or locally using several installation vectors. Do that while the target is browsing the internet, opening a document file, receiving an SMS or crossing the borders with his laptop.
Remote Control System can monitor from a few and up to hundreds of thousands of targets. The whole system can be managed by a single easy to use interface that simplifies day by day investigation activities.

Remote Control System can be deployed on any platform.

HackingTeam provides a comprehensive training on the product and on advanced attack techniques. A team of experts is always ready to answer all customer requests via our online support system.

Remote Control System is developed by Hacking Team and used worldwide for national security issues.

www.hackingteam.it